First-principles study on the magnetism and metal-insulator
transition in pyrochlore oxide Cd2Os2O7
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5d pyrochlore oxide with long history of study since 1974
Metal-insulator transition at 227 K
Néel-type ordering of Os spins at low T
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FIG .2.Electrical resistivity (linear scale) vs temperature
for t~’ocrystals of Cd2 Os207 in the metallic region.

All-in/all-out magnetic order

Resistivity
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scaled by a geometric factor to superpose above T~.We
Pt pressure contact. Figure 2 shows the high temperainterpret the low-temperature behaviour as a second
ture data on a linear scale. The discrepancy in the mag.
order semiconductor—metal transition in which the
nitude of p above T~is within the error associated
with REVIEW
semiconducting
gap drops continuously to zero. We
PHYSICAL
B 63 195104
uncertain geometry. We attribute it mainly to this cause
show this in Fig. 3 by plotting the effective activation
rather than impurities because the two curves can be
energy vs temperature, assuming p(T) = p(T~)eEa(T)~ 7’.
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FIG. 2. Resistivity of a polycrystalline sample of Cd2Os2O7.
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FIG. 1. et
Resistivity
of twoB
crystals
Cd2Os2O7.(2001) Inset: the quantity d(ln &)/d(1/T) vs temperature for a single-crystal

and a polycrystalline sample. See text for discussion.

Corner-sharing tetrahedral
“pyrochlore” network of Os

emerges from the crystallographic data is that of a stiff lattice
coupled only weakly to the electronic degrees of freedom.

lattice. Reinforcing this notion is the fact that other metallic
Recently, the all-in/all-out magnetic
was
by
4d/5d pyrochlores,ordering
such as Bi Ru O , also
display suggested
resistivities that are practically independent of temperature.
resistivityand
of a PC NMR
sample of Cd Os
O appears in
X-ray
experiments
(Yamaura
etThe al.)
experiments
Fig. 2. Qualitatively, the overall temperature dependence of
Resistance-versus-temperature measurements were perthe resistivity of the PC material is quite similar to that of the
formed on both single-crystal !SC" and polycrystalline !PC"
(Yamauchi
et al.).
crystals, although the magnitude of the resistivity is of
samples, and all specimens showed a well-defined MIT at
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approximately 226 K. There was no indication of thermal
hysteresis in the resistivity of either the PC or the SC mate-
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course higher in the PC material % & (295 K)!1.3 m$ cm' .
The change in resistivity upon cooling to 4 K is smaller in

Peculiar properties of Cd2Os2O7
CONTINUOUS METAL-INSULATOR TRANSITION IN . . .

Activation energy
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Optical conductivity

SEARCHING FOR THE SLATER TRANSITION IN THE . . .

PHYSICAL RE

Absence of charge gap
Large optical gap
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FIG. 3. Activation energy vs temperature calculated for a singlecrystal and a polycrystalline sample of Cd2Os2O7. The activation
energy was calculated by assuming $!T ln(#/#0) as described in
the text. A BCS gap function ) $(0)!750 K* is also plotted for
comparison.
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FIG.
Specific
heat
forrealsingle-crystal
and Mpolycrystalline
IT . The
expected
theoretical
frequency
dependence
of
the
gap
edge
Cd2Os2O7.
1/2
# $ 1 ( % )& % ' is shown for each temperature as a dashed line. A
linear fit for the region below the gap edge is also shown. The
%6.6k
. the
This
is can
considerably
higherof the
than
the 2$
B T C of
intersection
two fits
be taken as a measure
energy
weak-coupling
theory,
!3.5k
gap 2(.B T
The
inset shows from
the optical
energy gap as SDW
determined
by but,
C predicted
the method described
!opentocircles",
and the
expected theointerestingly,
quiteabove
similar
the 2$/k
B T C values found in
retical
dependence
!solid
curve".
cuprate superconductors.

Absence of a clear charge gap vs. the opening of an optical gap
number of different places on a crystal showed no differSemiconducting
behavior up to high T
ences in the Cd/Os ratio. Fourth, the x-ray refinement
showed no evidence for chemical inhomogeneity. Fifth, in
The highest
temperature
the case oftransition
chemical inhomogeneity,
one would expect the among magnetic pyrochlore oxides
second transition to appear as a pronounced increase in the
resistivity itself !at least on a logarithmic scale", and not just
as a feature in the derivative. Sixth, as discussed below, the
magnetization data are more consistent with a homogeneous
sample. Seventh, the method used to grow the crystals—
vapor transport—is slow, gentle, and well-suited to producing homogeneous samples, although the exact stoichiometry
is often difficult to control. Lastly, it should be pointed out
that the observation of a second transition in a higher-quality
sample is not unprecedented. In the case of EuB6, for example, more than 30 years passed before the discovery of the

347 cm!1 , 371 cm!1 , 440 cm!1 , and 615 cm!1 in the 25
VI.frequency
SPECIFIC
HEAT
K spectrum.17 Both the
position
and the oscillator
FIG. 5. The top panel shows a de
as observed in the real conductivity,
strength of all phonons !with the exception of the 347 cm!1
The specific
heat of SCofand
PC Cd2!bottom
Os2O7 from
decreasing temperature. The middle p
resonance"
are independent
temperature
panel 2ofto 300
!1
KFig.
is 5".
plotted
in Fig.
These
data were
usingdependence
a
of the 347 cm!1 phonon
assigned
to the obtained
O II -Os-O II
The 347
cm 4.mode
also plotted !solid curve". The bottom
commercial
calorimeter
manufactured
by Quanbend15 shows heat-pulse
weak hardening
at T"T M IT
. The key outcome

So far, no first-principles study is available concerning
electronic properties of the magnetic ground state.

of all seven phonons.
tum Design. The calorimeter is periodically tested againstdependence
a
sapphire standard to ensure reliable results.
of the examination of the phonon
A plot of C P /T vs T 2 indicates that the lattice contributhat no new phonon modes appear
tion above about 3.5 K is not well-described by a simple
data for Cd2 Os2 O7 displays only
Debye model. This is not surprising because pyrochlores
for the ideal pyrochlore structure.
typically have several low-frequency optical phonons17,29 The experimental evidence pre
that are expected to strongly influence the low-temperature
the development of the insulating
heat capacity. If we fit the data between 1.9 and 3.5 K to the
without visible signs of charge ord

Results
LSDA+SO+U
PAW computational code: Quantum MAterials Simulator (QMAS)

Phase diagram

Density of states

All-in/all-out order

Nonmagnetic
metal AF metal
AF insulator

All-in/all-out order is stabilized by strong easy-axis anisotropy (~50 meV)
Semi-metallic band structure / pseudo gap near MIT
→Calculated results well explain the peculiar low-T characteristics

